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Thousands of seniors are achieving their lifelong dream
of learning to play piano using a groundbreaking new
piano method, featured on the BBC..
For the first time ever, absolute beginners can play
recognisable songs on the piano within days. Students
like Mike (aged 79) from Surrey, was able to play songs
on piano very quickly. 
The multitude of seniors who have replicated this
success finally puts paid to the myth that you have to
be young to learn piano. Indeed, Mike is a spring
chicken compared to many other students, such as
Harry (aged 90) and Jean (93) who were also playing
songs.

This new approach (called ’DecPlay’) is also
accessible for students who have challenges,
including arthritis, low sight and memory loss. 
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DecPlay founder Declan Cosgrove explained:
 “I'm constantly inspired by our student’s
motivation to learn piano. It's amazing to

witness the moment when someone who has
spent a lifetime believing they weren't musical,
discovers that they can play piano. As well as

being great fun, it’s heart-warming to
experience the transformations in health and

wellbeing that playing music brings.”
 



For a number of students, the motivation to learn
piano is to pass on a legacy of music to their
grandchildren. When Steve from California retired, he
set out to learn piano, to encourage his grandchildren
to play. Within days of learning the DecPlay formula,
he was having family sing songs and within weeks,
three generations of his family were playing piano! 

Community features such as live group Zoom
calls give students the opportunity to make new
friends and share the joy of learning with
others.
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Pam (aged 60) from Wales outlined her
experiences:
 “Within weeks I found the flexibility in my
hands improved significantly and an
unexpected benefit is the arthritis pain has
reduced so much that I don't take any anti-
inflammatories now.”

Many people would love to play their favourite songs on
piano, but struggle with reading music ‘notation,’ which is
a complex language of dots and lines. This often causes
students to give up piano lessons and wrongly think that
they aren’t ‘musical.’ DecPlay removes this barrier by
replacing notation with an intuitive and simple language
that beginners can understand in minutes. Building upon
methods used by musicians such as Paul McCartney, this
new approach is so unique and effective, it has been
awarded a patent. 

This new approach certainly seems to be popular, with
over 10,000 seniors subscribing to DecPlay in the last
few months and an incredible 97% of students giving a
maximum 5 stars rating on Trustpilot, making DecPlay
the highest-rated piano course anywhere on the
internet. Students’ comments about how this piano
course has been life changing, are truly heart-warming
and can be seen HERE

You can try the DecPlay method
yourself, learn how to obtain an
affordable keyboard and play your
first song, by watching the free video
lesson HERE

http://www.trustpilot.com/review/decplay.com
https://decplay.com/?utm_source=napa&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=free_lesson

